A strategy to develop Africa through the economic concept of “Industrialization for
Happiness”
The investors
As Futuro Italia, a no profit Italian organization together with Mr. Antonbarbaro Pascarella’s
Intelligo Think Tank, creator of the political and economic theory named “Governing for
people’s happiness”, we have planned a new way to help lower industrialized countries
with a poor GDP, to reach better conditions of life of their populations.
We believe that there are two gender of great or medium investors around the world:
Rapacious Investors and Low Risk Investors. Rapacious have the tendency to give a small
value to a country and collect back all what they can in a really unbalanced exchange;
a good example is China, who’s investors, public or private ones, are normally willing to
depredate the natural resources in exchange of a very low local investment, if compared
with what they will pick.
Low Risk Investors are normally those kind of people (i.e. wealthy people, investment funds)
which minimal earning target is the well known 20% R.O.I. with the lower possible risk. They
will never invest in Africa except of they can have stable governments, high natural
resources potential, social and religious stability; anyway they will think in their profit as first.
We are quite sure that nobody will accept to invest even a low amount of money in a poor
GDP country without the said tendencies. (Exceptions are welcome).
We have decided that our view, of a different way to invest in Africa, is the best solution for
the future in an ethic and, I would like to say, noble approach.
The Nobilitas Project For Africa
Our operating partners have already realized a Cryptocurrency named Nobilitas and on it
we have created the Nobilitas for Africa Project; our goal is to create industrial structures
and factories in Africa to help the local populations to have a job and a salary to increase
the national GDP and the life conditions. The said Pascarella’s “Governing for People’s
Happiness” (GPH concept).
The issued amount of Nobilitas tokens, is about 1,000 (one thousand) million units and it has
a standard issuing face value of 1 (one) USD. Other emissions will maybe follow as and when
strictly necessary. Investors will purchase 1 Nobilitas in bundle with 1 share of the main
international holding that controls all the operations. The purchase price is 12 USD per each
ANBL-Africa bundle, with a minimum of 100 units.
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The contract between the issuer company and the purchaser is that (apart the future value
of the coin itself on the exchange markets) 10 USD will be invested in industries creation in
Africa’s countries; the owners of each single share will get directly one proportional part of
the 30% of the industrial net profit after local taxes. Another 30% of the net profit will be used
to capitalize the newly created local companies and industries. 40% of the net profit will
asked to be sent to the international holding which will own all created companies per
each single assisted country.
We will ask the local governments to participate to the 30% of the local holding; we will also
ask governments to exonerate the created companies to pay the income taxes, to let us
build all along the years, with those funds, unproductive structures inside the country (i.e.
roads, hospitals, schools) following government’s priorities.
What we ask to governments
Official government support on international media to our Nobilitas placement on the
market.
Priority in management and licensing of prospection and extraction of natural resources;
economic net results, after investments repayment, will be shared at 50% to local
governments.
Priority in management and licensing of great infrastructure projects as government’s
official general contractors, which net profit will be claimed by the before said local
holding.
Creation under our request of special economic free zones to increase investment
attraction.
Priority to create a national stable crypto currency, under governments supervision, based
on a collateral representing the total natural assets of the country.
Quick and reliable asked informations
Protection and Translators for our representatives while in the country.
Government Advantages
Availability of funds at no interest rate and no refund
Development of the national industrial and economic system
Development of local infrastructures
Correct use of local natural resources
Increasing the national GDP
Population happiness
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